This paper presents a computationally viable means of incorporating the DC Load Flow model in the decompositionsimulation method of multi-area reliability evaluation. The implementation described herein uses a multi-state generation model for each area, a cluster-based multi-area load model which accommodates load correlation between areas, a linear programming model with DC Load Flow constraints for determining the partitioning states in the decomposition phase, and a similar LP model for determining acceptability of sampled states in the simulation phase. Formulations have been described which enhance the speed and accuracy of the method. The implementation has been tested on 3-area, 4-area, and 5-area cases, and the results obtained therefrom have been compared with those produced by an explicit Monte-Carlo simulation. While the results obtained from both methods are similar, the current method has been shown to be considerably faster than explicit simulation.
Introduction
Power utilities have traditionally operated as power pools, to enhance such operational attributes as reliability, stability, and economy. This has required the development of appropriate multi-area tools for planning and operation of interconnected systems. Some recent and emerging developments like competitive markets, non-utility generation, and open transmission access will necessitate further developments in this area.
Several methods have been proposed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13] for multi-area reliability analysis of looped configu-0 rations. Some of the proposed methods are purely analytical [1, 2, 4, 5] , some are entirely based on Monte Carlo simulation [6, 7] , while others are hybrid in nature [3, 10, 11, 13] , with an analytical phase followed by a simulation phase. These methods have used two types of transmission models -the capacity flow model, and the DC flow model. Models used in multi-area studies typically require macro representation, and thus equivalent models need to be developed for tie-lines [7] . There exists, among the users and developers of these models, a difference in opinion as to which of the two transmission models is more appropriate. For instance, the MARS model [6] , which is used by some utilities, incorporates the capacity flow constraints, whereas the one in preliminary use [7, 14] at ERCOT incorporates the DC flow constraints. There is thus a need for both types of models; a preference towards one or the other can be based on the particular application.
So far the analytical and hybrid approaches have almost solely relied on the capacity flow model, and very little significant work has been reported on efforts to include power flow constraints in such studies. The need exists, therefore, for a model which efficiently includes the effect of tie-line admittances and thereby produces more realistic indices.
Perhaps the most straightforward implementation of the DC flow model is in the form of an explicit Monte-Carlo simulation, which randomly samples generation state -tie-line state -load state scenarios from the complete state space, and computes the contribution of each sampled state to the reliability indices, till the mean computed indices converge to stable values. This method affords tremendous flexibility in terms of modeling, and is often used to provide benchmark results against which results obtained by other methods can be tested. However, simulation is often extremely time consuming, especially for highly reliable systems.
The method of state space decomposition was identified as a potential time-efficient alternative. In 1980, Cheong and Dillon [8] successfully tested a decomposition algorithm including DC flow constraints. The method reported in [8] used a specially adapted parametrized linear programming model, and was applied to predict upper and lower bounds for the reliability indices. However, the test system used in [8] consisted of two areas, each with one generator and one load state. The need remained for a viable methodology which would be capable of handling multi-area systems of realistic dimensions. The work reported in this paper represents a major step towards fulfilling this need. The proposed implementation consists of a hybrid method, using the idea of simultaneous decompositionsimulation incorporating DC load flow constraints.
Theoretical Basis
The solution process consists of two phases, decomposition and simulation, which are briefly explained here. A more detailed development will follow in later sections.
State-Space Decomposition
For any given load scenario, the available area generations and the tie-line capacities will determine whether or not the area loads will be satisfied. We can, therefore, define a state space as the set of all possible combinations of generation levels and tie-line capacities. For a given load scenario, the state space can be recursively decomposed [3] into A-sets (acceptable sets, comprising states which do not result in loss of load), L-sets (loss of load sets), and U -sets (unclassified sets). In the first sweep, the entire state space is regarded as an Uset, and, based on its highest and lowest capacity states, is decomposed into an A-set, L-sets, and U -sets. In subsequent sweeps, each U -set is further decomposed into an A-set, L-sets, and more U -sets. This is continued till no U -set remains. The total probability of all the L-sets is the system Loss of Load Probability (LOLP). Every L-set is also decomposed into Bsets (comprising identical area loss of load states) and W -sets (of unclassified loss of load states), and every W -set is further decomposed into B-sets and more W -sets, till at the end we have only A-sets and B-sets. The B-sets yield the area LOLPs and area EUEs (Expected Unserved Energy indices). The system EUE equals the sum of the area EUEs.
Simulation
While exhaustive decomposition, being analytical, is extremely accurate, it suffers from the disadvantage that as the decomposition progresses, the sets obtained from decomposition get progressively smaller, and even though the effort expended on every level of decomposition increases, the contribution to the computed indices becomes progressively smaller. It is therefore prudent to stop decomposition at a certain point, and subject the undecomposed state space to Monte Carlo simulation. States are picked randomly from the undecomposed U -sets, L-sets and W -sets, each sampled state is tested for acceptability, and, if found unacceptable, its contribution to the system and area LOLPs and EUEs is computed. This is continued till the standard errors of the computed indices drop below prespecified tolerances.
Simultaneous Decomposition
The method of decomposition described in § 2.1 applies to one given load scenario. To perform this for every hour of forecasted load, or even for daily peaks, would be computationally intractable. This problem is circumvented by using a cluster based load model [9] , with an appropriate number (between 10 and 20) of clusters. In the Extended Decomposition model [10] , decomposition is performed for every load cluster, then the computed indices are weighted by the corresponding cluster probabilities and aggregated. This can be made considerably more efficient, with no loss of accuracy, by using the Simultaneous Decomposition model [11] . The generation and load models are so constructed that the states are integral multiples of the same increment. Then a reference load state is defined, using which the generation model is modified for every load cluster, and these modified models are interleaved to construct the composite generation model. Then, using the reference load state, the composite state space is decomposed to yield the system and area indices.
Using an identical concept, maintenance intervals can also be taken into consideration [12] . A 'subcomposite' generation model can be constructed for every planned outage period, and these can be interleaved together to form the composite generation model over the entire year.
Coherency and the DC Flow Model
The method of decomposition outlined above is based on the assumption of coherency -i.e., once the boundary states for an A, L or B set has been determined, all the states between the boundaries have the same acceptability or loss of load properties. Coherency is, in fact, the necessaryand sufficient condition to the decomposition method. Now when a DC flow model is used the system remains coherent with respect to the generation units, but a tie-line failure or, indeed, any change in the values of tie-line susceptances (which necessarily accompany changes in tie capacity states) would alter the flow profile, and this may result in a tie capacity violation, thus creating a loss of load state within what would otherwise have been a coherent acceptable set. (Note that the usual capacity flow model precludes this kind of non-coherency, since the line susceptances do not affect the flow profile.) Therefore, strictly speaking, the inclusion of the DC flow model in the decomposition framework necessitates the assumption of perfectly reliable tie-lines. Studies on real systems [14] , however, indicate that because of the relatively low failure rates of tie-lines, it is the tie-line capacities, rather than their failure rates, which have a significant effect on the reliability indices. Moreover, the failure rates of tie-lines can be included by computing indices for a given failure state and then aggregating the indices using conditional probability. This way selected contingency levels of tie-lines can be incorporated.
Generation Model
Based on the capacity states and forced outage rates of units available in a given area during a given maintenance interval, a discrete Probability Distribution Function is constructed, using the Unit Addition Algorithm [9] , for every area and every maintenance interval. To enable integration of these models into the composite model, the PDFs are so constructed that the capacity difference between any pair of consecutive states (i.e., the step size) is constant over all the PDFs.
Load Model
Based on the hourly forecasted load data in every area over each maintenance interval, a multiarea cluster load model [10, 11] is constructed for every maintenance interval. This means that for every interval we have a load model consisting of an appropriate number (between 10 and 20) of cluster load vectors, each vector associated with a cluster probability. Each cluster load vector consists of the cluster load levels in all the areas.
In these cluster models, every cluster load level is rounded off to the nearest integral multiple of the step size used in constructing the generation models. This is done to enable integration into the composite model.
Composite State Space
From the cluster load models over all the maintenance intervals, an appropriate load model is chosen for every area, to constitute the reference load level vector. The same reference load vector must serve as reference over the entire period under consideration, so that all the models can be integrated into a single composite state space [11, 12] .
For a given maintenance interval, the corresponding generation model in every area is modified for every cluster load level in that interval. This modification consists of 'shifting' a generation model by a capacity level equal to the difference between the cluster load and the reference load for that area, so that the margin between any generation level in the modified model and the reference load remains the same as that between the corresponding capacity level in the original model and the cluster load. These modified models are interleaved together to form a subcomposite state space for the given maintenance interval. This is repeated for every maintenance interval, and the subcomposite models are interleaved to produce the composite state space.
The above operations result in a many-to-one mapping of the states in the original state space onto the composite state space. If there are N i maintenance intervals and N c cluster load levels, then, in the limiting case, as many as N i N c states in the original state space can map onto a single state in the composite state space. This 'condensing' of the state space is what makes the Simultaneous Decomposition algorithm so efficient.
It is necessary to preserve the original generation models, because of the necessity to refer back to these models when computing the indices.
DC Flow Model in Decomposition Phase
For the decomposition of any U -set, two partition vectors are required:
1. the u-vector, which defines the lower boundary of the Aset obtained from the current decomposition. (The upper boundary coincides with that of the current U -set.)
2. the ¡ -vector, each element of which defines the minimum responsibility of the corresponding area. The minimum responsibility of an area is the minimum level of generation that area must have, in order that no area suffers loss of load, while the generation at every other area coincides with the corresponding upper boundary in the current U -set.
It is the manner of selection of the partition state vectors that is determined by the flow model used and the loss sharing policy considered. When the DC Flow model is used, the uvector is determined from the solution of the following Linear Programming problem [15] : 
The determination of the -vector, therefore, requires the solution of the LP problem (2) N a times, once for every area. In the event that (2) fails to find a feasible solution for a certain area j , j is set equal to the corresponding upper bound of the current U -set. If (2) yields a solution which lies below the corresponding lower bound of the U -set, it is set equal to the lower bound.
DC Flow Model in Simulation Phase
In the simulation phase, states are randomly sampled from the undecomposed state space and tested for acceptability using model (1) . The only difference is that the G max vector is now determined from the sampled generation states. If the solution to (1) yields a zero loss of load value, the indices remain unaltered; otherwise the probability of this state is computed and the contribution of this state is added to the appropriate indices. This is continued till the standard errors of the computed indices drop below prespecified tolerances.
Computation of Indices
It has been stated in § 3.3 that each state in the composite state space can be mapped back to as many as N i N c pre-images in the original state space. The same argument applies to sets of states. So if the probability of a set in the composite state space is to be computed, then the set must first be mapped back to all its pre-images in the original state space, and the sum of the probabilities of all these pre-image sets must be computed to yield the probability of the composite set.
The sum of the probabilities of the L-sets gives us the system LOLP, and the sum of the probalilities of the B-sets corresponding to each area loss of load gives us the area LOLP for that area.
Determination of the area EUEs proceeds as follows. For every composite B-set, all the pre-image sets are determined. For each pre-image set, the mean generation vector is determined. Using the mean generation vector and the actual load vector for the pre-image set, the LP model (1) is executed to provide the mean curtailment vector. The product of this curtailment vector and the probability of the pre-image set gives us the contribution of this pre-image set towards the area EUEs. The sum of the contributions of all the pre-image sets is the total contribution of the composite B-set. The total area EUEs are computed from all the B-sets. The system EUE is the sum of the area EUEs.
In the simulation phase, of course, only individual states are sampled; the contribution of each sampled state can be computed directly from the probability of the set, and the curtailment vector obtained from a single execution of LP model (1) .
This indicates a further motivation for switching over to simulation after a certain level of decomposition. Beyond this level, not only does the contribution of each cycle of decomposition become very small, the number of B-sets produced at each level also increases exponentially, thereby increasing the number of times (1) has to be executed. This drastically increases the computational burden, since (1) is itself an iterative algorithm.
The above consideration motivated the development of a more efficient embodiment of the DC flow model. This embodiment, as developed by the authors, is outlined in the next section.
A Computationally Efficient Embodiment of the DC Flow Model
Consider the model given below.
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This is not only a restatement of model (1) in standard LP form, but also has two major differences:
1. The constraint C ! D has been discarded. Since the sum of the area load curtailments is being minimized, the structure of the problem will inherently maintain C below D, and hence the constraint is redundant. Discarding this constraint has the desirable effect of reducing the dimension of the feasibility space by N a .
2. The first constraint equation, which is the power balance equation, is not augmented by artificial variables, even though it is an equality constraint. Rather, it is left as an equality, since one can intuitively see that in the power balance equation, the area load curtailments effectively serve as slack variables. This formulation therefore obviates the need for artificial variables, and enables the problem (3) to be solved directly, without using the twophase method.
There are other aspects to this formulation which enable an efficient implementation. Before these are discussed, it is appropriate to restate model (2) in standard LP form:
MinG i subject to:
The need for artificial variables in model (4) may be avoided by using a duplex algorithm consisting of alternate executions of dual and primal simplex procedures to ensure both optimality and feasibility.
In models (3) and (4), the
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-vectors need to be split into (4) will have constraint coefficient matrices of sizes rightmost columns to constitute the starting bases, then these starting bases will be of the form:
Note that not only are both these starting bases guaranteed to be invertible, their inverses can also be formed directly, without actual inversion:
for model (4) If in addition to directly constructing the inverses of the starting bases, the method of product form inversion is used for the determination of every modified basis inverse in subsequent LP iterations, both accuracy and speed of the LP solutions can be substantially increased. Indeed, the entire DecompositionSimulation can be performed without ever completely inverting a matrix.
Sections 3 and 4 comprehensively outline the method actually implemented by the authors. The next section presents the test cases and results.
Test Cases and Results
In this section test cases and results are reported which support the validity of the implementation and highlight some of the salient aspects of the method.
Case Bank
It is convenient to first define the test cases used in this study. Four configurations are defined: Every area in the above configurations is identical to the IEEE-RTS [16] , with a maximum area generation of 3405 MW; the hourly load model is used with a peak of 3000 MW, i.e., with 13.5% reserve. Every inter-area tie has a capacity of 300 MW, in both forward and reverse directions. The tie-line susceptances are different for the different cases, tabulated below: The assistance policy assumed is No Load Loss Sharing (NLLS). When there is a loss of load, the curtailments are allocated among the areas suffering loss of load in such a manner as to minimize the total curtailment, while ensuring that the assisting areas first meet their entire area demands. The model, however, allows implementation of other policies. The Load Loss Sharing policy, for instance, can be implemented as explained in the legend describing model (1) . Area assistances can be prioritized by using a weighted sum of area curtailments in model (3) . Other policies may be incorporated in the constraint equations or as additional constraints.
For these test cases no planned outage is considered, i.e., the entire year is treated as a single interval with full generation availability, except for forced outages.
Model Validation
The validity of the integrated model described in sections 3 and 4 was established by comparing its performance with that of a model based entirely on Monte Carlo simulation. Briefly, the two models are defined as:
Simultaneous Decomposition-Simulation using DC flow constraints; generation model constructed with step size Z S ; N c -cluster load model rounded off to multiples of Z S . LP models (3) and (4) 
hhh (EXSIM)
For the studies reported here, the following parameters were used in the above models: In DSIDS, step size was Z S i 50 MW; number of load clusters was N c i 10. The simulation part of DSIDS was required to converge to the same tolerance level as EXSIM was, i.e., in both models the standard errors were required to converge to within p 2 h 5% of the corresponding mean values. The models were tested on CASE 1, CASE 2 and CASE 3; their performances are compared in TABLE 1.
It should be noted that the first difference between the two models lies in load modeling. Whereas EXSIM uses exact hourly load data over the entire year, DSIDS models the load by clustering the entire hourly load model into a relatively small number (10 in these studies) of cluster states. The second difference is that DSIDS is a hybrid model, using part analytical approach and part sampling, while EXSIM is purely a simulation model. These two differences can lead to some variation in the results obtained by the two models. The third difference is in the LP formulation and solution techniques. This difference affects only the computation time and not the accuracy.
The studies reported in TABLE 1 indicate that the results obtained by the two methods are quite close, but that DSIDS is several orders of magnitude faster than EXSIM. The agreement between the results validates the models and assumptions used in the development of the DSIDS model.
When EXSIM was used to simulate from the 10-cluster load model, the indices and the CPU times were close to those obtained using the exact hourly load model. The cluster model basically discretizes the hourly load model into N c cluster states. The probability of cluster states is an approximation of the distribution of exact hourly loads. Therefore the drawing of a given cluster state is an approximation of the event of drawing an hourly load state belonging to the set represented by that cluster state. This explains why both the load models required approximately equal numbers of samplings to meet the same convergence criterion.
Sensitivity to Threshold Probability
The Threshold Probability p 0 is the minimum probability a set (U , L or W ) must have in order to be subjected to decomposition. If the probability of a set is less than p 0 , it is set aside for the simulation phase. The level of p 0 therefore determines the stage at which decomposition stops and simulation begins. Understandably, the computation time is sensitive to the value of p 0 . This sensitivity is illustrated in TABLE 2.
These studies indicate that for every topology there is an optimum threshold probability pq 0 , which takes the lowest computation time. Though it is not possible to determine the exact value of pq 0 for every case, values of pq 0 in the order of 10r 7 to 10r 6 seemed to perform satisfactorily for all cases studied.
Sensitivity to Tie-Line Susceptances
The DC flow model distinguishes itself from the capacity flow model by its sensitivity to tie-line susceptances. This is illustrated through the following examples:
1. CASE 4 differs from CASE 1 in that the susceptance of tie-line 1-3 has been lowered, while its capacity remains the same. This actually results in a 'weakening' of tie 1-3, so that flows in the other ties are now preferred. Since both the other ties connect to area 2, the latter naturally has a higher reliability than areas 1 and 3, as reflected in TABLE 3.
2. In CASE 5, the cross-tie is electrically 'stronger' than in CASE 6; consequently, areas 1 and 3 have higher levels of reliability in CASE 5 than they do in CASE 6. This, too, is reflected in TABLE 3.
Since CASE 4, CASE 5, and CASE 6 bring out the most interesting aspects of this study, it is relevant to compare the results obtained for the two models, for these cases. TABLE 4  shows the results obtained from EXSIM; the results in TABLE 3 were, of course, obtained from DSIDS.
Effect of Interconnection
It can be seen from TABLE 1 that as the number of interconnected systems increases, the area reliability levels improve, as expected. However, since in each case every area is connected to only two other areas, there is a transmission bottleneck (since While these studies have demonstrated the applicability of DC flow constraints to the method of state space decomposition for cases with upto 5 interconnected areas, decomposition models [13] have been used on systems with larger numbers of interconnected areas and tie lines, and it has been observed that in such cases the size of the state space, and consequently the computation time, increases with the number of interconnections. 1 On a VAX 9000, with optimal threshold probability pw 0 (see TABLE 2 ). 2 On a VAX 9000. 3 On a VAX 9000; a '****' entry implies that the time was inordinately long.
Discussion and Conclusion
The studies reported in section 5 show that the implemented hybrid model is much faster than the explicit simulation model, and at the same time the results from the two models compare favorably. While the improved formulation and implementation of the LP algorithm is partly responsible for the increased efficiency, it is the basic approach that makes most of the difference. In the purely Monte Carlo approach, the complete original state space is subjected to random sampling. On the other hand, the simultaneous decomposition-simulation process stratifies the states so that sampling is performed from sets of states which are closer in relationship. For instance, in an L-set, all states are loss of load states, differing only in the areas that suffer loss of load. It can be seen that even a relatively low level of decomposition ( p 0 s 10t 5 ) can lead to a large saving in computation time.
The contributions of this paper can now be summarized as follows:
1. Integration of suitable models into an analytical framework which can accommodate the DC load flow constraints in a computationally tractable form.
2. Formulation of a computationally efficient embodiment of the DC flow model, which reduces the dimensions of the feasibility spaces, obviates the need for artificial variables, and enables the LP forms to be solved without ever completely inverting a matrix.
3. Development and implementation of a hybrid methodology by integrating the aforementioned analytical framework with a suitable Monte Carlo model to enable reliability evaluation of interconnected systems of practical dimensions within a reasonable time frame.
